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SURVIVOR’S OBLIGATION
by Chris Stricklin and Joel Neeb

Two stories of survival that will inspire  
and encourage you to make the most of each day.

Chris ejected from the F-16 he was piloting during an air show. 
“The decision [to eject] would change my life and priorities forever.”

Joel survived stage IV appendix cancer. 
“I didn’t want my new life to become like my old one.”

In this award-winning memoir, two men share the near-death experiences 
that transformed their lives and how their journey of healing is enriched 

by fulfilling what they call survivor’s obligation—a responsibility to live an 
intentional life. Each day, they live out their purpose—for themselves and 
their families, and in honor of all those who didn’t get a second chance.  

… for anyone traveling  
the unpredictable path of life.

—Lee Woodruff, coauthor, New York Times bestseller In an Instant
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… will definitely change your perspective  
… A must read!

—Susan Hendricks, anchor, CNN Headline News ”

IBPA Benjamin Franklin Award
Gold, Best Memoir

Midwest Book Award
Silver, Best Inspiration

CHRIS “ELROY” STRICKIN is an award-winning 
leadership author and speaker, and president of Dunn 
University, where he leads recruitment and training for 
Dunn Investment Co. A former fighter pilot, Chris retired 
after twenty-three years as an active duty officer with the 
U.S. Air Force. 

JOEL “THOR” NEEB is CEO of Afterburner, Inc. His team 
of former fighter pilots, Navy SEALs, and Army Rangers 
offers leadership and team-building strategies for Fortune 
100 companies and professional sports teams. A former 
fighter pilot, Joel competes in international sports events.
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